
Emmbrook 241 – 6 beat Hurley 236 – 7 by 5 runs (both teams start on 200 losing 5 for each wicket) 
 
 
We won the toss and chose to field first, rightly backing our bowling.  Henry and George were straight into 
the wickets and after 4 overs Emmbrook were 206 for 2.   As their runs started to build, James Pearman, 
on his debut, bowled a beauty and turned the flow of the game again.  Lucy and Thomas took further 
wickets to put them on 218 after 10 overs. 
  
Emmbrook scrambled a score of 241 for 6 from their 15 overs which reflected an excellent bowling and 
fielding display by the Hurley team led by skipper, Connor, who kept the team on their toes with constant 
encouragement. 
  
The first 3 overs of the Hurley innings saw some very aggressive quick bowling and some over exuberant 
celebrations by Emmbrook (which didn't improve as the game went on...).   
  
What followed showed real fight and determination from Hurley.  Our middle 3 pairs (Ben and James, 
George and Hunter, Lucy and Issy) got stuck in and pulled us to within 11 of victory with 3 overs to spare.  
A defiant fist pump by Ben after hitting the first of his 2 fours was the start of our recovery.   Excellent 
defence from George and Hunter added 9, and Lucy and Issy batted strongly, working the easy singles and 
adding 16 runs.  
  
We fell 5 runs short despite some good shot making against the quick bowling by our final pairing but the 
team showed great character against the league leaders.   Lots to work on in practise and there will be 
other tough matches to come, but we'll win more games with this spirit. 
  
Thanks to Duncan for umpiring, Clint for scoring, Tina for the refreshments and Val for running the bar.  I 
thoroughly appreciate all the help. 
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